
SECHealth for Palo Alto Networks® Firewalls

Firewall-Ops Automation Tools
Prevent Costly Outages and Improve Security

Firewall Operational Complexities

Enterprises have invested in agile and automated 
processes to provision applications, networks and 
security. Using automation, the provisioning of new 
application infrastructures in the cloud, in virtualized 
networks and managed data centers has been reduced 
from weeks to minutes in many cases. 

Unfortunately the post-installation, operational 
management of these network expansions has not 
evolved at a similar pace and continues to use manual 
processes to debug issues and optimize configurations, 
increasing the risks of network or application outages 
due to misconfigurations or lack of skilled engineers to 
quickly resolve potentially network affecting issues. 
Firewall administration specifically has suffered 
exponentially due to the lack of trained personnel to 
monitor, troubleshoot and expertly diagnose issues 
related to the adoption of Next Generation Firewall 
features.

To keep up with agile and increasingly complex network 
environments, SOC and NOC teams need tools to more 
efficiently troubleshoot firewall operations to quickly 
identify the root causes of potentially costly 
outages—outages that directly affect business 
operations and customer service. Meanwhile, repetitive, 
manual firewall operations are highly susceptible to 
simple mistakes, misconfigurations, and sprawl, resulting 
in even greater troubleshooting burdens and security 
vulnerabilities. 

What firewall administrators need are tools to quickly 
isolate outages, automate repetitive and error-prone 
manual tasks, and refocus their talents and energy on 
improving enterprise security and trouble-free network 
expansions. And most importantly, SOC and NOC teams 
need Best Practice tools and techniques for better root 
cause analysis (RCA) to quickly and more consistently 
enforce security policies for a superior security posture.



How Can SECHealth Help?

Successfully manage daily firewall operational 
tasks by pairing SECHealth with Panorama. 
Continue to use Panorama for central 
management, security policies, software 
deployment, and centralized logs—but add visual 
topology, automated RCA troubleshooting, 
real-time information, and policy validation/audits 
with SECHealth

CLOSE FIREWALL OPERATIONAL GAPS:
COMPLEMENTS PANORAMA 

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

Visual Firewall Topology
The SECHealth Setup Wizard 
automatically discovers and displays a 
visual topology of deployed Palo Alto 
firewalls, VPNs, and the entire remote 
access infrastructure. Drilling down on 
firewall configurations and tracing 
connections is as simple as clicking on 
an icon.  Troubleshooting time is 
dramatically reduced.

Automated Troubleshooting
Using built-in SECHealth automation 
tools, admins can safely relegate routine 
troubleshooting tasks and root cause 
analyses to other IT, NOC, or network 
admins. Meanwhile, firewall specialists 
can focus on more mission-critical tasks. 

Best Practices Auditing
Complex, fast-growing networks are 
prone to firewall misconfigurations or 
inadvertent security policy violations. 
SECHealth performs automated, Best 
Practices audits and returns actionable 
results for remediation. AppID and other 
next generation features adoption is 
accelerated to allow customers to take 
full advantage of their investments in 
Palo Alto Networks firewalls.

Contextual Information
Unlike many firewall tools, SECHealth 
provides both static and real-time 
analysis of firewall states and 
connections, drastically reducing 
troubleshooting time with important 
contextual information. 

SECHealth for Palo Alto Network Firewalls
Leveraging the full value of Palo Alto Network Firewalls is easier and more cost-effective with Secure Dynamics’ 
SECHealth Automation Tools. SECHealth delivers the following unique administration and operations advantages:

SOC and NOC teams must adapt their firewall 
operational methods to keep pace with increased 
network complexity:

Utilize automation tools that allow 
administrators to quickly resolve firewall issues 
and reduce the impact on network and 
application availability

Minimize human misconfiguration errors by 
automating the application of NGFW best 
practices to reduce attack vectors

Simplify firewall operational processes to allow 
administrators to spend less time ‘fighting fires’ 
and more time on more important projects



SECHealth Powered by SecureDynamics 
Industry Best Practices
SECHealth is the direct outcome of SecureDynamics’ 
decade-long field expertise in the support of Palo Alto 
Network Firewalls.  Common commands and 
procedures, such as ping, VPN flow, show command 
and more are just a drop box away, enabling tier 1 
personnel to perform basic troubleshooting tasks. 
Commands can be “sprayed” to multiple firewalls, further 
automating cumbersome manual commands such as 
multiple firewall logins. Commands can be combined as 
well. 

SECHealth Playbooks

Based on SecureDynamics extensive firewall expertise, 
pre-configured Best Practices Playbook command sets 
can be used ‘as is’ to troubleshoot VPNs, firewall 
connectivity, interface errors, policy health checks, and 
more. Users can easily modify and save Playbooks to 
suit their environments and operational procedures, 
further automating their day-to-day firewall tasks and 
improving security. 

SECHealth Benefits
SECHealth simplifies operational complexity to reduce the business impact from firewall outages using automation.

SIMPLIFY NGFW
ADOPTION

Is the complexity of 
operationalizing NGFW delaying 

your migration?

SECHealth’s ‘virtual professional 
services engineer’ simplifies the daily 

operational tasks to maintaining a 
healthy NGFW firewall.

REDUCE FIREWALL
OUTAGES

What impact do firewall outages 
have on your business?

SECHealth automates debugging 
tasks to quickly get to the root 

cause of issues and reduce firewall 
related network and application 

outages.

IMPROVE SECURITY
POSTURE

Continuing to use legacy 
port-based access policies?

SECHealth continuously analyzes 
and validates AppID access 

policies to reduce attack vectors 
and prevent application outages.



Get Onboard with SECHealth Today

Register Your 
Account

Run the 
Setup Wizard

Connect Your 
Firewalls

Start 
Automating

Contact your Palo 
Alto Networks 

partner to set up a 
free trial

Run the setup 
wizard to add your 
first firewall to the 
SECHealth Cloud

Connect your first firewall 
using the configuration 
setting from the setup 

wizard

With your first firewall 
connected to SECHealth, you 
can now start automating with 

your daily operational tasks

Please contact your local Palo Alto Networks 
reseller for a more in-depth discussion and 

demo about how SECHealth can simplify your 
firewall operational processes.

To find a SECHealth partner in your area 
contact us at:

SecureDynamics
Office: (408) 508-5287 

Email: info@securedynamics.net


